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Cavitation inceptlo" characteristics of a model marine propellar havingthree blades, developed area ratio of 0.34 

and at thrre different pitch lo diameter ratios of 0.62.0.83 and I 0 arc reported. Thedominant typeofcavitation 

observed at inception was the tip vortex type. The measured magnitude of inceptlo" index are found to agree well 

with a proposed correlation due to Strasberg. Performance,calculations of the propeller based on comb~nedvonex 

and blade element theory are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Screw propeller is still the most commonly used device for underwater propulsion. Withthe 

advent of larger and faster ships, the probability of marine propellers operating under 

cavitating conditions has increased substantially. Cavitation is normally to  be avoided for it 

can result in the following adverse effects: 

(i) reduction in efficiency. 

(ii) potential damage to  the solid surfaces, 

(iii) presence of unsteady forces resulting in severe vibrations, and 

(iv) radiation of intense noise. 

The first two have received significant attention in the past; however, the latter twoare now 

receiving increasing attention (see for example Van t an en' and ~ a i t e r ~ ) .  On a marine 

propeller there are several potential low pressure regions which can be prone to  cavitation. 

Thus, as pointed out by Cumming and ~ o r ~ a n ' ,  depending upon its location, several types 

of cavitation, are observed o n  a marine propeller, namely: 

(i) tip vortex 

(ii) hub vortex 
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(iii) leading edge attached sheet 

- suction side 

- pressure side 

(iv) midchord bubble and 

(v) cloud 

The possible occurrence of leading edge attached sheet and midchord bubble type can be 

predicted to a certain extent a t  the designstageitself. However, the prediction of the onset of 

tip and hub vortex cavitation is significantly more difficult if not impossible. The latter two 

are associated with the vortex system of the propeller whereas the former two with the 

detailed pressure distribution characteristics of the sectional blade elements of each pro- 

peller blade. Presently, we areconcerned with the onset of tip vortex cavitation and hence we 

will elaborate further only on this type. 

In order to understand the vortex system of a propeller it is helpful to consider each blade 

as being made of airfoil-shaped sectional blade elements. Each element is subject to an 

elemental Lift and drag force which add up to the total generated thrust and absorbed torque 

by the propeller. Thus, a propeller blade is a finite lifting wing and as is well known in airfoil 

theory such a wing can produce a tip vortex system. Since a propeller is both rotating and 

translating the tip vortex takes ona  helical !shape (see fig. 7). The strength of the tip vortex is 

primarily dependent on the lift distribution in the spanwise direction. Therefore, unloading 

of the blade near the tip area can be helpful in reducing the strength of the tip vortex. 

However, a propeller blade, unlike a wing, generates most of its lift in the tip area since the 

velocities are higher there in view of the larger radius. Hence, a compromise has to be 

reached at the design stages. 

Generally the onset of tip vortex cavitation is not considered to be dangerous since it does 

not result in the first three adverse effects due to cavitation noted earlier. The fourth effect 

normally is not of significance for civilian applications but can be crucial for miltary 

applications. As an example of the latter, in one instance reported by strasberg4, it was 

found that the level of radiated noise from a submarine propeller increased substantially at 

speeds of the order of 4 knots. The designers of the propeller insisted that no cavitation 

should be possible at such low speeds. Of course, they were considering only blade cavitation 

and eventually the increase in the radiated noise was traced to the onset of tip vortex 

cavitation. This was later confirmed from model studies. Therefore, if the level of radiated 

noise is a criterionfor propeller performance then the possible onset of tip vortex cavitation 

has to be considered at the design stage itself. The present state-of-art permits this to be done 

only through m6del studies. 

A water tunnel facility is almost always used for conducting model propeller studies. In 

some c a s s  the propeller is placed in a uniforinflow to give its open water characteristics and 

in other ca s s  the back portion of the hull includingstrut system is stimulated in front ofthe 

propeller to give.propeller characteristics in the presence of a simulated wake of the actual 

ship. Of coune, due to Reynolds number differences, the simulation is not perfect. In any 

case the model studies should include the observation of the incipient cavitation index (oA), 

vs the advance coefficient J and the measurement of thrust coefficient cr vs J.  
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The non-dimensional parameters oa, Cr and J are defined* as: 

The magnitude of oa at just the beginningconditions of cavitation is designated theincipient 

cavitation index denoted by (oa),. The exact method of extrapolating model test results to  

prototype conditions is a complex and controversial matter and we only refer to  the 

discussion of Berg and Kuiper5 and Noord7ij6 on this subject. 

In the present work, we have tried tostudy theeffect ofvariation ofpitch to diameterratio 

of a model propeller, otherwise identical on the onset of tip vortex cavitation. First the 

performance computations of the propeller are presented and this is followed by the results 

of the observations of tip vortex cavitation. 

2. Background o n  the development of propeller theory 

The development of propeller theory has been essentially on three independent lines, 

namely: 

(i) momentum theory, 

(ii) blade element theory, and 

(iii) vortex theory. 

The momentum theory initiated by W.J.M. Froude in 1865 and further developed'by R.E. 

Froude, still forms a sound basis for estimating the idealefficiency ofa  properller, givingthe 

upper limit of performance of a properller. The defect of the momentum theory is that it 

gives no information on the detailed design aspects of the propeller. 

The blade element theory initiated by W. Froude in 1878 was mainly developed by S. 

Drzewiecki. The  basis of analysis is that the propeller blade is divided into a large nvmber of 

dements along the radius and that each of these is regarded as anairfoil moving at a Constant 

axial velocity and the rotational speed which varies from element to  element along the blade 

radius. Thus, the angle of attack experienced by the airfoil section is simply given by the 

difference of the local propeller angle and the angle of the resultant velocity Whaving v 
and yfl as  components. From knowing the lift and drag characteristics of the airfoil 

corresponding to  this angle of attack the sectional thrust and torque can be calculated. The 

overall thrust and torque are then determined by summing the sectional thrust and torque 
Contributions. 

Me also nomcnelarure 
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The vortex theory initiated by Betz in 1919 has been comprehensively developed by 

Goldstein'. This theory is based on theconcept that trailingvortices spring from the rotating 

blades of the propeller and form a slipstream consisting of helical vortex sheets. The 

interference velocity experienced by the blades must be calculated a s  the induced velocity of 

this vortex system, and the hydrodynamic reaction on  any bladeelement is derived from this 

modified system of velocities (and not V and y n  a s  used in blade element theory) ~n 

association with airfoil characteristics coriesponding to  two-dimensional motion. The 

calculation of these induced velocities is very complex and  hence the analysis is based on the 

assumption that the propeller has large number of blades. Thus the velocity around any 

annulus of the propeller disc remains uniform and the vortex theory becomes identical to the 

blade element theory, including the interference velocities a s  determined by the general 

momentum theory and using airfoil characteristics corresponding to  two-dimensional 

motion. The vortex theory. being the most comprehensive of the three methods considered 

and at  the same time being considerably simpler than some of the modern propeller theories 

based on lifting surface considerations, was used for the present computations. 

3. Computational procedure 

The computational procedure using the vortex theory has been clearly outlined by Glauret8 

It primarily invol'i'es the determination of the axial and rotational interference factors 

indicated in fig. 1. as a function of the radial location. 

The elemental forces at the local radial location are then determined using these interefer- 

ence factors, geometry of the propeller blades and the lift a n d  drag characteristics of the 

blade element. The selection of the exact number of blade elements required for these 

calculations mainly depends on the desired accuracy. However, experience (see for example 

HillP) has shown that four to  five blade elements distributed at  different radii give reasonably 

accurate results. Hence, in the present calculations, five elements were selected at  locations 

of 30. 50, 70. 80 and 90 per cent of the propeller radius. 

The two-dimensional lift coefficient, CL of the local blade section, was computed as a 
function of a using a computer programme based on the method due to   arte ens en". The 

accurate estimation of the drag coefficient is of little importance; in fact, in one published 

design method9 a standard value of CD = 0.008 was used. The  present calculations are also 

based on a constant value for CD = 0.008. It may be noted here that even if the CD term is 

completely neglected the error introduced in the estimation of the efficiency is less than 2 per 

cent. 

a* AN = Axial velocity, V 

+CJ* 
ON = Rotational velocity, n r  

/ 
AB = Induced velocity, W, 

OB = Effective relative velocitv of blade, W 
BC = Axial interference factor, a 
AC = Radial interference factor, a' 

M N 

/--- 
F I G  I. Velocity and farce diagram of a marine 
propeller blade element. 
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FIG 2.  Model propeller blade details. 
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4. Computational results 

The method just outlined was used to calculate the hydrodynamic performance of a 

three-bladed marine propeller (fig. 2), having a diameter of 183.2 mm, developed area ratio 

of 0.34 and pitch to diameter ratios of 0.62.0.83 and 1.0. The hydrodynamic performance 

characteristics of the model propeller a t  three different P I D  ratios are shown in fig. 3. As 
expected, the peak in efficiency shifts to a larger value of J a s  P/ D ratio is increased and also 

the peak efficiency increases as P/ D ratio increases. Similar observations have also been 

made by Troost" on a three-bladed propeller of the Troost 8 - 3  series having similar 

geometrical characteristics as ours. One suchcomparison along with experimental measure- 

ments of Arakeri et all2 is shown in fig. 4. It is to  be noted that the three results agree well 

giving us confidence in the present com,putation which is based on certain approximations 

like the asshmptions of constant CD, infinite number of blades, infinitesimal contraction of 

the slip stream, etc. Under these assumptions, the vortex theory as  used simply becomes the 

combination of blade element thOory and the ideal momentum theory which is used to 

calculate the interference factors a and a'. In view of this, the efficiencies predicted presently 

would be expected to  be close to those predicted on the basis of ideal theory. In fact, this is 

found to be the case, in the sense that the presently computed efficiencies are close to 90%of 

the ideal efficiencies*. 

FIG 3. Psrformanp characterisrim of the marine propc~~cr. 

T& aulhon are grateful to one of the refacer who paintcd this out 
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FK; 4 Cornparxroii of cumpit ted lhriiit uaefflclent. FIG 5 rhru\r and torque giud~np. curves P i l l  = 0 X. I  

In reallty, however, the eft-~ciencies are expected to he much lower being generally of  the 

order of 70%# of the d e a l  eff~ciencies. Therefore, there is no doubt that the present theory has 

some shortcomings, but it still provides very useful information on the sectional loading 

characteristics which can be used to infer the susceptibility of the.propeller to tip vortex 

cavitation on-set. 

One example of the sectional loading characteristics of the present propeller along the 

spanwise direction is shown in fig. 5. It is clearthat the load~ng keeps on increasing almost to 

the tip and hence the strength of the tip vortex is likely to be strong. As it will be ind~cated 

later, this, in fact, is to be true since the dominant type of cavitation observed at  inception 

was the tip vortex type (fig. 7). 

5. Experimental methods 

Cawtation inception observatmns on  a model propeller of 183.2 mm in diameter were made 

in the Indian Instituteof Science high speed watertunnelfacility. This is aclosed loop faality 

with a circular test section having a diameter of 381 rnn. It is not uncommon to test model 

propellers having diametersas largeas one half of the test section diameter as done presently. 

The velocity and the static pressure in the test section can he varied independently. This 

feature is essential for cavitation testing. Recently the faciljty has been adapted for model 

propeller testing and the details are given in Arakeri rr 01". The mceptlon tests were carried 

out by holding the tunnel velocity Vand rotational speed of theshaft, n constant and then the 

static pressure was lowered slowly until signs of cavitation were detected under the illumina- 

tion of stroboscopic lighting synchronized with theshaft rotational speed. This was repeated 

for different values of V with n fixed at about 2300 rpm thus givinga range of.Ivalues. The 

static pressure in the test section and the pressure drop across thecontraction cone needed to 

compute the velocity Vwere measured with the help of mercury U-tube manometers. Theair  
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F I G  6. Tip vorten cawtauon inceptton charartemtica F!a 'I Developed lip vortex and \hrei uv>tation on 

oi the model marme pmpeller. tile model propeller ( P I  D -- 0 83)  

content of the water was mon~tored with the help of a n  oxygen analyrer. This  pardmcter was 

varied from about 55 to  7 5  per cent of saturation at  atmospheric conditions: however, no 

significant differences wcre observed in the magnitude of incipient cavilation ~ n d e x .  Nomi- 

nal water temperature for the present tests was 25°C. 

6. Results and discussion 

Cavitation inception characteristics of the present model propeller a t  different values of 

advance coefficient for pttch settings of 0.62, 0.83 and 1.0 are shown in fig. 6 .  As noted 

earlier, the cavitation at inception was of the tip vortex type and a photograph or such 

cavitation at an advanced stage is shown in fig. 7. It is clear f r t l n ~  the rcaults \hewn In fig. 6 

that a t  a fixed value of J the incipient cavitation index has a higher value a s  P / D  ratio IS 

increased. This is to be expected since as shown in fig. 3 at  fixed value of J the loading 

Increases with an increase in PID ratio. Therefore, we find that  (on) ,  is a function of  both ? and P I O a n d  to overcome this difficulty S t ruberg4  has sug@ed a correlation  of'(^,)^ with 

slip of the propeller S, given by 

The e x a n  correlation suggested by Strasherg based on model submarine propellers is 

and a comparison of present data with the above correlation is shown in fig. 8. The 

agreement can be considered t o  be quite satisfactory. in particular, a t  P /  D values of 0.62 and 

0.83. 
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7. Concluding remarks 

Marine propeller? loaded quite heavily till almost the blade tip tend to generate tip vortex 

cavitation much earlier than the onset of other types ~Tcavjtation. This has been confirmed 

on a model propeller based on computations in conrbination with experimental observa- 

tions. Therefore, if the level noise radiation is a crucial aspect of a marine propeller 

application then the above fact should be considered at the design stage itself. 
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Nomenclature 

amal interference factor CQ torque coeffieeent. ~ l p n ' ~ '  

I), rotationai lnterferencc lactar CI thrust coelfic~ent. T / o ~ ' D '  

C D  drag cocffleient n dtameter of propeller 

CL lift coefficient J advance cocffictent. V l n D  
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rotattonal speed in 1ps 

pitch of the propeller 

vapour pressure of water 

reference static pressure 

torque absorbed by the propeller 

radial distancs 

slip of the propeller (eqn. 22) 

thrust generated by the propeller 

advance or axial velac!ty 

effective relatwe veloctty of blade 

total induced vclocity 

angle of incidence 

propulsive efficiency of the propeller, V T / n Q  

angular velocity 

angle of inclination of W t o  the plane of rotation 

density of water 

cavitation number @,-p,  ) / 1 / 2pY '  

cawtation number a t  inception 

blade angle. usually reckoned from planc of rotatmn 
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